3M™ Whiteboard Film is a range of high quality films with whiteboard and projection screen capabilities. By simple application on walls and partitions, one can create a whiteboard surface in virtually any size. It is used in a wide variety of applications: from office meeting rooms, universities, kindergarten and schools to retail and many others.
Communicate by writing,
Communicate by projecting.

3M™ Projection Screen Whiteboard Film PWF-500

PWF-500 is a matte white PVC film with whiteboard and projection capabilities. It offers excellent viewing angle characteristics, in addition to uniform brightness in any angles. Not only it is much lower in weight than traditional projector screens, it also saves space with perfect architectural integration features into the ambient office interior. It improves creativity and productivity of meetings by making whole walls as whiteboard and screen. Using waterbased whiteboard markers, the film is easily erasable and washable. PWF-500 offers great versatility for interior application of office rooms, retail, schools and other private or public buildings.

3M™ Projection Screen Whiteboard Film PWF-500MG

The 3M™ Projection Screen Whiteboard Film PWF-500MG is a high quality non adhesive film with whiteboard and projection screen capabilities.

It has a thin magnetic backing making it easy to carry anywhere and simple to affix to any steel partition wall surface. It can be used as a projector screen by affixing it to blackboards, steel partitions, or any magnetic surface in offices or schools. Easy to install, easy to remove, easy to take away. Extremely portable.
**3M™ Whiteboard Film WH-111**

WH-111 is a glossy white polyester film with whiteboard capabilities. Its construction gives this product the unique feature that texts and drawings, written with water-based whiteboard markers, can be easily removed. Its high gloss surface allows smooth writing. Thanks to its thinness and light weight, it maximizes active space of meeting room comparing to traditional whiteboards and screens with legs. Its use is restricted to indoor applications on flat steel panels.
As a result of 3M’s decades of experience in the production of self-adhesive films, 3M Whiteboard films offer peace of mind through 3M warranty system. These films can be easily maintained with commonly used detergents, whilst its impact and scratch resistance make the product suitable for more severe exposure applications. 3M™ Comply™ adhesive technology allows air to escape through fine air release channels in the adhesive, enabling fast, bubble free application. Application method: dry only.

Visit [www.3M.eu/ArchitecturalMarkets](http://www.3M.eu/ArchitecturalMarkets) for the most current, up-to-date information.